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Welcome
This newsletter contains:
Launch of YouTube channel Intent
Poem by Ian Lacy
Faldingworth Art Zone
Gallery
Dates for the Diary ?

This month saw the long awaited
launch of our new YouTube channel
Intent. Hopefully many of you will
have viewed and subscribed to the
channel by now. (Remember by
subscribing, which is free - you can
keep up to date with the latest

videos and information).
For anyone who has not had a
chance to see the channel yet -
the first three videos are a
welcome and look at Cliff's
Jigsaw project.

Link to the channel is:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVPKWKMUTe3MZoxRmvJfjlg



Duty doctor at the Covid 19 vaccination clinic

This sun-streaked January afternoon
I am the duty doctor

Come back to the pandemic present
To be a gallery curator

Watching vaccinated patients
For something I hope will never happen

Observing for reactions, waiting for calls to help

These old faces who wait out their fifteen minutes
Have moved from imposed isolation’s room

Into a passageway that will lead
To a waiting place where they can view

Grey winter’s Covid sullen grip
Become daffodils, spring’s soft free air

Though February’s sad news and setbacks are to come.

A year stolen from lives that will live less long
Than full years already lived

And long to hold, be held by those they love
We do not yet know when this will end.
Each now leaves, grateful, tentative

Stepping out the door to go back home
Still patient but planning hope, the picking up of threads.

by Ian Lacy



Faldingworth Art Zone

Autumn term
Launch Event
We re-launched the Art Zone
on Saturday 18 September in
the Village Hall with a pastel
demonstration.

Cliff showed both members and visitors
from the village how to use pastels.
The following Friday we had our first
meeting where we explored acrylic
pouring and charcoal drawing of
people.
The group is steadily growing both in
numbers and artistic skills.



Gallery

Val
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Copy of a painting by Ian Roberts



Cliff

Based on Psalm 84
Produced for
Threshold as it is
their foundational
scripture.



This has been used at Threshold to illustrate the theme of
harbours and small boats.

We hope you are all keeping well as you start to explore the world
again. If you have any questions or comments please contact us.

Love and Blessings

John and Val

Dates for your diary:
As we did over the summer we are offering opportunities for cake
and a chat. A chance to catch up and share. Come if you can
but please let us know.
Monday 11 October 10:30 to 12:30
Thursday 21 October 14:00 to 16:00


